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Supplementary Note 1: Experimental details

1.1 µm tall × 100 µm long

× 3 mm wide channel

5 mm

IC volume

HEC

Supplementary Figure 1: Schematic of the IC. The assembly comprising the silicon and glass

channel is shown as light blue and is 5 mm in length. The channel separating the IC (top) and HEC

(region below the channel) is in the form of a wide septum with a letterbox shape 100 µm long ×

1.1 µm tall × 3 mm wide, and is shown in cross-section with the channel width not visible here.

Most of the open volume resides in the bulk liquid surrounding the channel holder and around the

quartz fork located above the channel. There are regions where close fitting coin-silver components

that comprise the cell structure are separated by gaps of order 25 µm that may promote the A phase.

All surfaces of the coin-silver components are as-machined metal.
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The measurement of the AB transition occurs independently (at low pressures in pressure varied

transitions and below ∼ 24 bar under constant pressure cooling) in the small volume isolated

chamber (IC). The IC is connected to a chamber containing a sintered silver heat exchanger (HEC)

through a 1.1 µm high, 3 mm wide, and 100 µm long channel with 200 µm tall × 3 mm wide

× 2.45 mm long “lead-in” sections at either end. The 1.1 µm height section appears to be filled

with the B phase at all temperatures and pressures to the left of the contour highlighted in Fig. 5 of

the main paper. To the right of this line the channel isolates the two chambers, and the transitions

occur independently. To the left of this line, the B phase nucleated in one chamber will grow

into the other. The physical arrangement is illustrated in Fig. 2 of the main paper. The channel

(Supplementary Figure 1, shown in light blue) was nanofabricated in 1 mm thick silicon, capped

with 1 mm thick sodium doped glass, anodically bonded to the silicon1 and then glued into a coin

silver carrier.

The volume of the IC is estimated to be 0.14 ± 0.02 cm3, and the area of all wetted surfaces

in the IC was estimated to be 14.5 ± 0.5 cm2. In comparison, the HEC had a volume of 0.72 ± 0.1

cm3 and a surface area of 3.5 ± 0.5 m2 due to the heat exchanger.
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Supplementary Note 2: Landau Ginzburg theory

Superfluid 3He has a complex order parameter which can be represented by a 3 × 3 matrix Aαj ,

where α corresponds to a spin angular momentum index, and j an orbital angular momentum

index: both take on 3 possible values: x, y, z. The 2 × 2 gap matrix is ∆ =
∑

αj iσασyAαjpj ,

where the momentum p can be taken to lie on the Fermi surface. The A-phase corresponds to a

rotation of Aαj = fα(δjx+ iδjy), for which the orbital angular momentum points in the ẑ direction,

and the gap matrix has a node in that direction. If one ignores dipolar interactions, f is a completely

arbitrary vector of fixed magnitude. The B phase corresponds to a rotation of Aαj ∝ δαj . This is an

isotropic fully gapped state with the spin and orbital angular momenta entangled with one-another.

In equilibrium the order parameter minimizes a free energy Ω =
∫
(fbulk + fgrad)d

3r. We

neglect dipolar terms, which are on a smaller energy scale. Near Tc, the resulting bulk free energy

density is written2–5

fbulk = αTr(AA†) + β1|Tr(AAT )|2 + β2|Tr(AA†)|2

+β3Tr(AA
T )(AAT )∗ + β4Tr(AA

†)2 + β5Tr(AA
†)(AA†)∗.

The coefficients are

α =
1

3
N(0)

(
T

Tc

− 1

)
(1)

βj = β0β̃j (2)

β0 = − N(0)

(πkBTc)2
7

240
ζ(3) (3)

We use transition temperatures Tc(p) tabulated by Greywall6, 7, converted to the PLTS scale using
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the procedure in Ref. 8. The density of states at the Fermi Surface is N(0), and Tc is the normal-

superfluid transition temperature.

At Tc, the strong coupling β-coefficients are β̃j = β̃WC
j (p)+∆βj(p), and we use the ∆βj(p)’s

which are tabulated by Regan, Wiman, and Sauls (RWS)9, who calculated the values from first

principles. The weak coupling β’s are β̃WC
1 = 1, β̃WC

2 = β̃WC
3 = β̃WC

4 = −2, β̃WC
5 = 2. We rescale

the RWS pressures by a factor of 1.01 so that the polycritical point occurs at the experimental

pPCP = 21.22 bar.

We estimate the temperature dependence of the strong-coupling coefficients by taking β̃SC
j =

β̃WC
j (p) + (T/Tc)

η(p)∆βj(p). We choose η(p) in order to correctly match the experimental A-B

transition temperature7, which are well approximated by TAB/Tc(p) ≈ 1− 0.174(p− pPCP )/bar.

As explained below, the A-B equilibrium line is at β1 + β3/3− 2β5/3 = 0. We therefore take

η(p) = − log−(∆β1 +∆β3/3− 2∆β5/3)/(β
WC
1 + βWC

3 /3− 2βWC
5 /3)

log(1− 0.174(p− pPCP )/bar)
. (4)

This results in η = 1.79, 1.58, 1.26 at p = 19, 24, and 29 bar. Previous works6, 9 which used

η(p) = 1, find a somewhat shifted A-B line. Some of the quantities we calculate are quite sensitive

to the location of the transition, necessitating the extra empirical parameter.

We have also explored other approaches to correct for this shift in the A-B line. Supple-

mentary Note 6 presents one of those, where we simply rescale the parameters, β̃SC
j = β̃WC

j (p) +

α(p)∆βj(p)T/Tc. We have also repeated the analysis with alternative strong-coupling parameters

in the literature 5, 6. All models give similar predictions, once the location of the equilibrium AB
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transition line is corrected.

The gradient terms in the free energy are typically written as

fgrad =
∑
µjk

K1|∇kAµj|2 +K2∇jA
∗
µj∇kAµk +K3∇jA

∗
µk∇kAµj (5)

with K1 = K2 = K3 = K, and

K =
7ζ(3)

60
N(0)ξ0(p). (6)

It is convenient to scale the energy and order parameter in order to make the equations di-

mensionless. Thus we take A = A0Ã, f = |α|A2
0f̃ , and choose A0 such that β0A

4
0 = αA2

0. We also

rescale lengths by the temperature dependent correlation length ξ = ξGL/
√

1− T/Tc, to arrive at

a dimensionless equation. Here the Ginzburg-Landau coherence length is ξGL =
√

7ζ(3)/20ξ0.

For the bulk A and B phases we take Ãαj = aδαj(δjx + Iδjy)/
√
2 and Ãαj = aδαj/

√
3.

These ansatzes yield free energy densities of the form f̃ = −a2 + a4βΦ, where Φ = A,B denotes

the phase, and the quartic coefficients for each phase are βA = β245 and βB = β12 + β345/3. Here

we use the convention that appending indices yields the sum, so β234 ≡ β2 + β3 + β4. Minimizing

with respect to a, gives f̃ = −1/(4β). The equilibrium AB transition occurs when these energies

are equal to one-another, ie β1 + β3/3− 2β5/3 = 0.

We use a finite difference approach to find the structure of the AB domain wall, taking Ã to

be a function of one spatial coordinate, x. We minimize the free energy with the constraint that Ã

takes on its bulk A and bulk B form at x = 0 and x = L. For the minimization we use a Broyden,

Fletcher, Goldfarb, Shanno quasi-Newton method, discretizing space into 200 segments, each of
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which is 5% of the correlation length. Supplementary Figure 2 illustrates how the components of

Ã vary in space, as well as the local energy density. We define the position of the domain wall by

the location of the peak in the local energy density, xp. The surface tension is then extracted as

σ = f − fAxp − fB(L− xp). Here fA, fB are the bulk free energies.

We similarly find the surface energy associated with bulk A or B phase contacting the cham-

ber’s wall: τA, τB. We consider two extreme boundary conditions: minimal and maximal pair-

breaking. The former models specular scattering of quasiparticles from the wall 10, and the latter

corresponds to quasiparticle retroreflection 11.

For maximal pairbreaking, the order parameter simply vanishes at the wall. For minimal

pairbreaking the component of the order parameter normal to the surface vanishes,
∑

j Aαjnj =

0, where nj are the components of the normal vector to the wall. The other components have

zero slope,
∑

j nj∇jA
⊥
αi. Here A⊥

αi = Aαi − ni

∑
j(Aαjnj) is the component of A which is

perpendicular to the surface.

For minimal pairbreaking one can align the A phase order parameter so that τA = 0. While

there is some temperature and pressure variation, τB ≈ 0.8σ. For maximal pairbreaking, τA ≈ 2σ

and τB ≈ 2.5σ. The fact that τA < τB for maximal pairbreaking can be traced to the contribution

of the various gradient terms in Eq. (5).
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Supplementary Figure 2: Spatial dependence of the order parameter in a A-B domain Wall. (a)

Components of the order parameter Aαj in a domain wall between the A phase (left) and B phase (right).

The order parameter is constrained to its bulk A and B values at the edges. Magnitudes are scaled to

dimensionless units, as described after Eq. (6). (b) Local free energy density, f , in this domain wall, as

compared to the energy density of the A-phase. Here T = 2.1 mK and p = 24 bar, and the temperature

dependent Ginzburg-Landau coherence length is ξ = 39 nm. For these parameters, the free energy of the

B-phase is somewhat lower than the A-phase. The surface tension σ is calculated by integrating the the

curve in (b), accounting for the offset between fA and fB .
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Supplementary Note 3: Stability of a domain wall across an orifice

In our experiment we observe path dependent hysteresis in the A to B phase transition. The sim-

plest model which could account for this observation involves positing that the cell contains a large

number of small chambers connected to the main fluid via small orifices. Leggett and Yip12 de-

scribed such chambers as “lobster pots,” and used them to explain related hysteretic phenomena.

The orifices have a distribution of sizes, and each of the chambers contain B-fluid. The bulk fluid is

A. The stability of an AB domain wall across such an orifice was theoretically studied by Viljas and

Thuneberg13. As we review below, each AB boundary is only stable if the orifice size W is smaller

than some critical value W < Wc, where Wc depends on pressure and temperature. If W > Wc,

and we are in the part of the phase diagram where the A-phase is stable, the bulk A-phase will rush

into the chamber, destroying the B-seed. Conversely, in the B-region of the diagram, the B-phase

will rush out, converting the bulk to B. The same argument can be used to analyze the ability of

the 1.1 µm letterbox channel to prevent the B-phase from propagating from the HEC to IC.

In this model, the system’s memory comes from the distribution of chambers which contain

B, and the catastrophe line is set by the largest orifice of a B-chamber. We emphasize that this

chamber model is merely intended to be an easily analyzed toy. It is likely that the true B-seeds

involve frustrated A textures, whose modeling is complex. These may be bulk textures, or they

may involve boundaries. Similar energetic considerations will be at play – regardless of the mi-

croscopics. The relevant scales are the free-energy difference between the two phases, the domain

wall surface tension, and the size of the texture.
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The chamber model seems particularly relevant for describing the sinter in the HEC. Even

there, however, the geometry is likely more complicated. As argued by Leggett and Yip12, the

openings of the chambers can be tapered, or have some other asymmetry, which will lead to quan-

titative discrepancies.

We treat the A-B domain wall as an elastic membrane. Consequently, the equilibrium domain

wall will be bowed, with the phase with higher free energy on the inside. Balancing forces implies

that in equilibrium its mean curvature is κ = δf/(2σ), where δf is the difference in free energy

density between the fluids on each side of the wall, and σ is the surface tension14. The mean

curvature is the arithmetic mean of the two principle curvatures: spherical and cylindrical surfaces

of radius R respectively have κ = 1/R and κ = 1/(2R).

Supplementary Figure 3 shows a number of simple geometries for a domain wall spanning a

constriction. Panels (a) and (b) show the case where the constriction can be modeled as a hole in

a flat sheet. In (a) the A phase has lower free energy than B, and the domain wall bows into the B

region. Equating forces at the edge of the aperture requires τB − τA ≤ σ cos(θ), where τB and τA

are the surface energy associated with each phase, and θ is the angle that the surface makes with

the walls – which also corresponds to half the angle subtended by the opening, as measured from

the center of the arc which defines the domain wall. Consequently, the domain wall is stable if

W ≤ 2R sin(θ). Panel (b) shows the case where B has a lower free energy than A. Since τA < τB,

surface energies are never relevant and the domain wall is stable if W < 2R.

Panel (c) of Supplementary Figure 3 shows the case where the constriction has parallel sides.
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Supplementary Figure 3: Geometry of AB phase boundary. Within the elastic model of the AB bound-

ary, an equilibrium domain wall forms a surface of constant mean curvature. Three geometries are depicted:

(a) and (b) show the case where the domain wall is pinned by a circular hole or a long slit. In (a) the free

energy density of the A phase is less than that of the B phase, while (b) shows the opposite. Panel (c) depicts

the case where the A phase is contained in a narrow channel.

This models the letterbox channel connecting the HEC and IC. Because τA < τB, such a configura-

tion is never stable with B inside the chamber and A outside. The illustrated configuration is stable

as long as τB − τA ≥ σ cos(ϕ). Here the angle that the domain wall makes with the surface, ϕ,

is complementary to the angle subtended by the domain wall, θ. Thus the domain wall is stable if

W ≤ 2R(τB−τA)/σ. Specializing to the case of a slit, where R = 1/(2κ) = σ/δf , this expression

simplifies to W ≤ 2δτ/δf , which does not depend on the AB surface tension. Equality coincides

with the equilibrium A to B phase transition in a thin channel: Wδf = 2δτ .

The pressure and temperature dependence of the contact angle is illustrated in Supplementary

Figure 4 for both minimal and maximal pairbreaking boundary conditions. The A-phase surface

energy vanishes for minimal pairbreaking, resulting in a significantly smaller contact angle. Due

to the behavior of the strong-coupling parameters, the contact angle is slightly larger at high tem-

peratures and high pressures.
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Supplementary Figure 4: Contact angle of an AB domain wall with a surface. Solid lines: Maximal

pairbreaking. Dotted lines: Minimal pairbreaking. Black: p = 20 bar, Red: p = 30 bar.

Previous experiments have directly tested aspects of this elastic model of the AB phase

boundary15–17, including measuring equilibrium contact angles, surface tensions, and surface ener-

gies.
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Supplementary Figure 5: Q vs T in HEC. (a) Q vs T of the HEC fork (blue open circles-constant pressure

cooled at 23 bar) (red dots-warming). (b) Black points - depressurized at constant Q from 29.3 bar to 23

bar, then cooled at constant pressure - extend the supercooling beyond that accessible at constant pressure

(compare Blue and Black arrows). Only the part of the trajectory where p = 23 bar is shown. Orange points

show part of the data obtained while warming in the B phase after depressurization.

Supplementary Note 4: Comparing constant pressure and pressure varied A-B transitions

In the main document we established that the degree of metastability of the A-phase depended on

the trajectory taken through the phase diagram. Here we compare two trajectories. Supplementary

Figure 5(a) shows the quality factor of the HEC fork during cooling (blue) and heating (red) at 23

bar. Supplementary Figure 5(b) shows the same cooling data, and overlays the Q measured while

first cooled at 29.3 bar to 2.15 mK, and then depressurized to 23 bar (in the A phase) followed by

cooling at constant pressure. Data is only shown for the part of the trajectory at 23 bar. In all cases

the A-B transition is visible as a discontinuity in Q. The degree of metastablity is enhanced by

transiting through the 29.3 bar A-phase; however, the Q in both phases is consistent, showing that

the additional supercooling cannot be due to a pressure lag, heating effects, or a significant change

in the properties of the bulk fluid.
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Supplementary Figure 6: Curvature of stable domain walls, using maximum pairbreaking.

Contours show κA/ sin(θA) and κB in the A and B portions of the phase diagram, using maximal

pairbreaking boundary conditions to calculate sin(θA). All values coincide with those of Fig 5 of

the main text. Here, because of the change in boundary conditions, the contours in the A-phase are

shifted to slightly higher pressures.

Supplementary Note 5: Comparison of boundary conditions

To highlight the role of boundary conditions, we reproduce the analysis used for Figs. 5 and 6 of

the main paper, but using maximal pairbreaking boundary conditions. As seen in Supplementary

Figure 6, the maximal pairbreaking contours of κ/ sin θ are shifted to slightly higher pressures

compared to the minimal pairbreaking shown in Fig. 5 of the main paper. This results in a larger

value of Γ, plotted in Supplementary Figure 7. Given that our model predicts Γ = 1, we conclude

that minimal pairbreaking better describes the surfaces of the silver sinter. This is consistent with

previous experiments 18.
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Supplementary Figure 7: Pressure dependence of Γ at catastrophe point for maximal pair-

breaking boundary conditions. Ordinate, Γ is the ratio of the domain wall curvature at catastro-

phe point, κB, to the largest scaled curvature traversed in A-phase, κA/ sin(θA). The contact angle

θA depends on the boundary condition: here we use maximal pairbreaking. The abscissa shows

the pressure at the observed A-B transition. This graph should be compared to Fig. 6 of the main

text, which used minimal pairbreaking boundaries.
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Supplementary Note 6: Alternate renormalization of the Ginzburg-Landau parameters

In Supplementary Note 2, we explain how we introduce a phenomenological scaling function η(p)

which allows the Landau-Ginzburg theory to correctly model the pressure dependence of the AB

phase transition line. Here we present an alternative approach, where we simply rescale the Regan,

Wiman, and Sauls coefficients9, taking β̃SC
j = β̃WC

j (p) + α(p)∆βj(p)T/Tc.

We again use the approximation that TAB/Tc(p) ≈ 1− 0.174(p− pPCP )/bar. Using the fact

that the A-B transition occurs when β1 + β3/3− 2β5/3 = 0, We conclude

α(p) = −βWC
1 + βWC

3 /3− 2βWC
5 /3

∆β1 +∆β3/3− 2∆β5/3

1

1− 0.174(p− pPCP )/bar
(7)

which yields α = 1.03, 0.98, 0.96 at p = 19, 24, 29 bar.

Figure 8 shows the results of using this alternative approach to modeling the experiment.

While the renormalization scheme causes small changes in the results, our general conclusions are

unchanged. This concordance gives us confidence in our results.

The most notable difference between the renormalization schemes is in the cycled paths,

which are cooled at 23 bar, transit to higher pressure, and then continue cooling at 23 bar (shown

as green circles and black ”+” marks). In Fig. 8 the outliers are somewhat less extreme than in the

main text. The model dependence of Γ for these points indicates that one should be cautious about

ascribing too much significance to them.
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Supplementary Figure 8: Results from alternate renormalization of strong coupling param-

eters. Graphs correspond to Figs. 5 and 6 from the main text, but with the alternate model for

temperature dependence of the Landau Ginzburg parameters from Supplemental Note Supplemen-

tary Note 6:.
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